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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

Strategic Direction Highlights from 2010/2011
The past two years have seen the Campbell River & District Chamber of Commerce (CRDCC) evolve itself
into an organization that is nimble, resourceful and responsive to the changing needs of its membership
and business community, while operating within a challenging local economy and business environment.
Priority focus over that time was on continuous improvement of the Chamber operations programs, benefits
and services. This was determined by conducting research, program and communications audits and by
measuring member value and relevance in order to refine and enhance Chamber programs, services,
benefits and operations. The following represents highlights of the four strategic directions that were
undertaken in 2010/2011 by the CRDCC.
Strategic Direction: Business Development
In 2010/2011 the CRDCC undertook two major community based business development projects to deliver
on recommendations across all areas of the four Strategic Directions. The first project was a local labour
market research survey of employers, funded through a successful application by the Executive Director to
the Ministry of Housing and Social Development was led by the Chamber, in partnership with NIEFS. The
project provided significant local, timely and relevant research to be able to more accurately describe
Campbell River businesses, the employer base and the business community. Research was conducted
with business owners, managers and employers of both private and public enterprises to determine
demographic data and key indicators of opportunities for and barriers to existing and emerging businesses
and sectors in Campbell River and surrounding area.
The resulting descriptive data and key indicators were critical for Chamber planning purposes and further,
to identify where the wealth was being driven from within our community relative to job creation,
infrastructure and a declining tax base. The data gathered from the research was analyzed and converted
into a comprehensive business database, proprietary to the Chamber. The research, survey tools,
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processes and systems are also owned by the Chamber., This ownership enables data mining for future
research considerations and reference for the Chamber’s business and member retention (BRE) initiatives,
prospective member recruitment and project development. This demographic data was compiled into a final
research report which was widely distributed to community organizations and promoted to the public on the
Chamber’s website. A research project website was created to provide additional information and
reference for future community collaborations. The Chamber intent is to provide an opportunity for ongoing
descriptive data collection and information sharing based on a ‘fee for service’ model. Ongoing data
collection will enable the Chamber and other organizations to describe how the business community is
changing, identify opportunities for job creation, infrastructure and business and economic growth.
The second project was to develop a Major Projects Portal to leverage major construction projects that
would be taking place in and around Campbell River as an opportunity to: 1) inform bid proponents of the
existing local services, suppliers and workforce available early on as they developed their procurement
processes and responses; 2) encourage major project contractors to engage local suppliers of materials,
equipment, expertise, services and labour and to help them more efficiently design their procurement
strategies using an industry-friendly coding system and searchable database ;3) to engage local
businesses as suppliers to create business profiles of the materials, equipment, services, expertise and
labour they have and post those on the portal, creating a robust local profile of what is available; 4)to inform
and engage the community in the opportunities related to major construction projects in Campbell River
and how those enhance job creation, business retention, skilled workforce attraction and retention,
infrastructure and goods to market. The pilot project has the potential to become a template for other
communities eager to maximize the benefits of major projects in their communities. The Chamber led a
regional collaboration with community implementation in support of this initiative and seed funding was
received through the successful proposal submitted by the Chamber and approved and funded by
Vancouver Island Economic Alliance (VIEA), Vancouver Island Construction Association (VICA) and BC
Hydro. The site will be launched in early 2012.
Both of these business development projects contributed to business development and a healthy local
economy.
Strategic Direction: Membership Services
An extensive operations review of member services, benefits and programs as well as current member
recruitment and attraction strategies was undertaken by the Executive Director in 2011. This review
resulted in the development of a membership revitalization plan and provided direction for operations
refinement that will move the organization from a current to desired state within the next two years.
The plan and refinements will add greater value and relevance to our members and raise awareness of the
Chamber overall in Campbell River.
Strategic Direction: Business Advocacy
Advocacy efforts were focused on clarifying member’s key issues and needs and in turn determining the
Chamber’s response and action taken towards resolution. Business round tables and an online survey
polled members on a series of member identified key issues to measure how they were impacting
members businesses to establish a baseline and measure how business friendly Campbell River was as a
snapshot at that time. The results confirmed a prioritized list of member key issues and needs and the
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importance of a business friendly environment, business retention and a healthy local economy.
Collectively this research and member response served to further develop a commitment to effective
business advocacy at the local, regional and provincial levels and included development of letters of
support, position papers, presentations to Mayor and Council, active participation on committees and task
forces on areas that impact business and promotion of business advocacy through the media.
Strategic Direction: Chamber Sustainability & Growth
Ensuring the programs, services and benefits we provide to our current and prospective members are
valued and relevant to meet their diverse needs was a priority focus for Chamber sustainability and growth.
Overall revenue targets were based on a model that 55% of overall operating and project revenue would be
generated from membership dues and 45% of operating and project revenue from non-membership dues
revenue streams. Membership dues were increased in category ‘D’ after a review of other Chamber dues
structures that indicated that category was not in line with other categories as a percentage of overall
membership dues. Membership recruitment levels were in line with previous years, however, membership
retention levels were lower than anticipated. The development of the membership revitalization operations
plan contains strategies to address this.
Examples of revenue from non-membership dues were generated through the introduction of a member’s
only Business Expo event, a new model and format for the Business Awards of Distinction and realigned
Chamber luncheons to promote key, competitive leading industry sectors in Campbell River, all generated
increased and new revenue streams to support Chamber operations, sustainability and growth. Project
revenue contributed in excess of $130,000 of non-membership revenue and although revenue neutral,
offset costs that would have had to be incurred by the Chamber and further enabled the Chamber to
acquire new assets, services and benefits to support the Chamber’s strategic directions. The
implementation of the membership revitalization plan, the development of a new Chamber website and the
development of the major projects portal in 2011 have all positioned the Chamber for increased
sustainability and growth moving forward.

Moving Forward
The success of the last two years has established a strong foundation to deliver greater value to our
members and greater success in delivering our Chamber mandate. It is essential that the CRDCC use the
foundation of its 80 year history to reach higher and evolve to address the ever changing needs of the
business community and our members. As advocates for business, it will be important the Chamber is
looked upon by our members and stakeholders as their vital partner. The CRDCC will need to help its
members identify and respond to challenges, provide compelling reasons and opportunities for member
engagement and clearly demonstrate the value and relevance in the programs, services and projects we
undertake. We must continue to evaluate our communications to ensure they are effective in
demonstrating the Chambers positive impacts that advance the growth and stability of our members, and
the business community. A strong and effective business advocacy program must be developed to enable
clear demonstration of the impact the Chamber is making in its advocacy efforts.
This document communicates a common vision to drive everyday actions for Chamber board and staff and
build consensus among key stakeholders. The recommendations and strategies associated with each of
the four directions, add enhanced membership value and relevance. Together these support a healthy
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local economy, a business friendly environment and retention and growth of our members and existing
businesses. The four strategic directions have been board endorsed as the strategic directions to take the
Chamber forward in 2012/2013. These approved strategic directions are: Business Development;
Business Advocacy; Chamber Sustainability & Growth and Membership Services.
The Strategic Directions Plan is intended to provide a roadmap for the continuing growth and development
of the Chamber, while preserving the core values, annual goals and areas of focus that annually will be
reviewed and adopted accordingly. More specifically, the CRDCC is committed to providing the leadership
that ensures the directions and recommendations become realities. It is envisioned that the Chamber will
develop and implement the membership revitalization operations plan and other appropriate short and long
term operational strategies to achieve measureable outcomes to support these directions.
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2.

COMMUNITY BUSINESS CONTEXT

Campbell River continues to adjust and realign itself to create opportunities for positive change. The
community remains in transition from sole dependence on the traditional resource based economy to
broadening its economic base and leverage strategic and competitive industry sectors. In support of this
transition, local primary research identified the following as strategically important key industries to
Campbell River region: Forestry and Mining, Aquaculture, Tourism and Hospitality, Clean Energy, Health
and Public Services, Construction and Educational and Cultural Sectors.
Summary research highlights suggest the re-emergence of the coastal forest and its importance to
Campbell River holds significant positive impacts. The aquaculture industry, fin and shellfish farming and
harvesting are growing local industries and has major economic importance as a cluster of shellfish
operations employing hundreds. Recreational, cultural and adventure tourism are growing sectors and First
Nations cultural activities are part of the overall tourism sector strategy. New media and the creative
industries is a growing sector and Campbell River is home to the Vancouver Island North Film Commission
and several emerging creative industries consultants. International education and immigrant attraction
strategies are significant new levers for business and economic growth.
There is currently a growing mismatch between the existing skills of the local labour force and job openings
and this becomes an ever increasing concern to meet the needs of business in Campbell River. Pending
positive economic impacts on local business through major construction projects, will further heighten the
need for infrastructure, services and products to meet the changing demographic of our community.
The population of the region is aging and the percentage of the younger age cohort is shrinking in
comparison with the older age cohorts who have direct impacts on growth and the labour force, creating
pressures on the local economy, business and types of jobs required.
The impact of technology on all sectors of the economy will continue to place particular demands on
Campbell River’s small enterprises to remain competitive, requiring increased investments in equipment
and upgrading employee skills. Providing programs and services to strengthen and support the small
business sector, especially new business start-ups is an important opportunity for the Chamber and for
business retention and growth. As new businesses grow they will create jobs and serve as beacons to
attract investors and entrepreneurs to Campbell River, further supporting local business and our members.
A 2010 survey conducted by Community Futures found that 130 Campbell River business owners
surveyed, 63 percent are over 50 and planning to retire in the next 5-10 years. Of these, 31 percent plan to
close their business and not sell or transfer it. In this context, 78 percent of the owners have not identified
a successor and 71 percent do not have a succession plan. The demographic impact of an aging
population will require concerted efforts to attract new immigrants and equally as important, to implement
strategies to retain businesses and attract a skilled workforce. By early spring 2012, the City of Campbell
River will have completed the SOCP (sustainable official community plan), intended to provide a framework
and roadmap to guide the community over the next five years.
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The need to be able to more accurately describe Campbell River’s business community and how it is
changing, its level of business confidence, employer’s workforce needs and access to skilled labour and
where wealth is being generated from within the community are all critical to moving forward and a
sustainable healthy local economy.
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3.

BUSINESS RESEARCH & KEY FINDINGS

LOCAL BUSINESS OWNERS AND EMPLOYERS INDICATE:
Factors that employers indicate as having a positive impact on their business operations in Campbell River
were:
 Quality of life (47.3 indicated it had a positive impact on their operations;
 Local infrastructure (13.7%);
 Local economy (13.6%);
 Provincial regulations (12.5);
 Access to education and training (11.4%).
Factors that employers indicate as having a negative impact on their business operations in Campbell River
were:
 Local economy (63.2% indicated it had a negative impact on their operations);
 Competition from outside Campbell River (39.6%);
 Provincial regulations (34.1%);
 Skilled labour availability (28.2%);
 Tax competitiveness (28.1%).
Other key employer and business findings:
 Creating a business friendly environment was identified as the top priority to support a healthy local
economy in Campbell River by 92% of members who responded to an online survey
 89% indicated economic development that attracts investment into our community and 84% said
retention of our local businesses were the other two top priorities for a healthy local economy
 Over 80% said the economy of Campbell River would be the same or better over the next two
years
 48% said they anticipate no change in the number of full time employees in 2011/2012
 The top three occupational categories as a percentage of total jobs in Campbell River – sales and
service occupations 26%; unique to primary industries 21%; Art, Culture, Recreation and Sport
11%
 Occupation vacancies in 2010 were highest in occupations unique to primary industries 51%;
 The impact of employers not being able to fill vacancies in order of highest impact were – 27%
Staff and business owner had to work more hours, 22% reduced customer service levels, 16%
limited production levels,12% missed business opportunities and 7% indicated curtailed expansion
plans
 48% indicated difficulty recruiting for vacant positions was that they cannot attract people and 25%
said offering steady employment was the primary barrier to worker retention
 31% are somewhat concerned that they will not be able to meet their recruitment needs over the
next two years while 52% are not concerned and 8% are concerned
 Tax credits for hiring and training employees was identified by 28% of employers as what would
help them with recruiting challenges
 68% of employers do not have a staff training plan or conduct an annual staff needs analysis
 33% of employers indicated they were expecting 1-10% of their employees to retire over the next
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4.

CHAMBER BUSINESS ALIGNMENT
ALIGNMENT FOR CONSIDERING STRATEGIES AND DIRECTIONS













Engagement - what the Chamber is doing is more important than member’s attending events. It’s
not participation but ‘validation’ of the Chamber that’s important
Value and relevance - what our members ‘want and value’ not what we offer that guides the
services, programs and benefits we develop.
Assertiveness - identifies the unique benefits the member expects and then measures if that
benefit was returned and the value back to the member
Affirmation – Chamber is on the side of what’s right for business, community, local economy
Stories and testimonials – job creation, business success, growth, prosperity, employee retention
and attraction – the things that matter ‘most’ to our members – the things that engage them
Clarify - what is ‘connecting’ our members to the Chamber; what’s keeping them coming back
Economic development – a healthy local economy is good for business and developing competitive
advantage within the community that attracts investment is good for our members
Job creation – access to a skilled workforce is key to business growth and development
Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) - what resources would members find beneficial and can
we act as a ‘matchmaker’ between what they need and what is available in the community or
region.
Dues structures – ‘basic’ and ‘enhanced’ – segment membership based on what level of profile
they need
Value added memberships – President’s Circle as an opportunity for those members who want to
demonstrate through a leadership circle that they are highly committed financially to support the
work of the Chamber
Fee for service – leveraging the skills and resources of the Chamber

ALIGNMENT FOR DETERMINING PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES:













Is it aligned with Chamber goals, strategic directions and operations?
Does it increase member engagement?
Does it engage a community of members that are currently being underserved?
Is it inclusive?
Does it foster a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship?
Does it further the development of a business friendly environment?
Is it at least two of the following - member-focused, community-driven, regionally-oriented, and
continuous-learning?
Does it work some strategic leverage point to produce results?
Can the Chamber make a meaningful contribution to the idea, project or action and if so in what
role, as lead, support (active) or support (passive)?
Can the results be defined; are they meaningful, measureable and visible?
Is the information based on timely, relevant, local and/or regional fact based information?
Does it build upon one of the SCRD (Strathcona Regional District) economic strengths?
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5.

Does it create a competitive advantage in the global economy by focusing increasingly on local
advantage?
Does it differentiate Campbell River from other jurisdictions?
Is there an opportunity to increase funding and/or generate new revenue streams within
parameters of a funding model of 60% membership dues and 40% non-dues revenue?
Is it regional in its thinking and does it establish a leadership position for the Chamber?
Does it connect people and jobs to economic opportunity through education?
Do we have the internal and/or external capacity to support and sustain the project?
Will it add value to a segment of the membership and/or business community that was not
previously there and result in an enhanced value proposition?
Does it support business retention?
Does it support member retention or serve to attract future members?
Does it contribute to the overall stability of the community and a healthy local economy?
Does it increase job creation opportunities?

CHAMBER SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths and Weaknesses refer to the characteristics of the organization itself internal factors, while
Opportunities and Threats identify external factors that can impact the organization. This analysis helps to
guide the 2012/2013 Strategic Directions
Strengths (internal)

The Chamber is doing a good or excellent job in the following areas:



Taking a proactive and assertive approach to carrying out the mission



Business leadership



Conducting research to inform decision making and planning



Creating events and opportunities to support an entrepreneurial culture



Seeking dialogue with other key stakeholders and organizations



Creating awareness with alliances and key stakeholders to address key community issues and
needs



Generating awareness and support for signature events like the Business Awards of Distinction



Recruiting and maintaining a diverse Board and an established governance model



Attracting and retention of professional and effective staff



Maintaining broad representation in membership



Delivering 80 years of continuous service to the local business community



Research based processes to identify and address members needs
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Development and implementation of operations plans to support organization growth and
development



Creating new assets owned by the Chamber including a comprehensive business database and
web based portals and websites



Developing new revenue streams and opportunities for revenue enhancement



Providing access to local, timely and relevant research



On site staff project management

Weaknesses (internal)

The Chamber should seek to improve or enhance the following
areas:



Financial instability



Current staffing levels and increased need for re-allocation of resources to meet changing
organization and member needs



Membership retention



Business advocacy

Opportunities (external)


The following trends or situations present opportunities that the
Chamber can capitalize on:

As traditional markets decline, SME’s are transitioning to position their business to respond to new
market opportunities, and shifting consumer demand for products and services.



There is an urgent need to address the skills and workforce required for existing and future
employers and for job creation that will retain and attract those skilled and trained workforce to
Campbell River



Being able to accurately describe the business community and how it changing and where wealth
is being generated from is important to business growth and prosperity



Campbell River’s major construction projects will create new opportunities



There is the potential for Campbell River to become a hotbed of entrepreneurial activity and the
potential for the Chamber’s networks and resource to support such activity. This potential will be
directly relative to the level of economic development success.



The Chamber is well-positioned to be a leader in promoting business retention and expansion
(BRE) as extremely vital to economic sustainability and growth for our community and region.
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The Chamber’s project management expertise and collaborative relationship development has laid
the foundation to build consensus and support for the Chamber’s ongoing and new projects,
services and programs.



The Campbell River Major Projects Portal initiative, led by the CRDCC, has the potential to be
leveraged to provide new opportunities for the Chamber, it’s members and business community.

Threats (external):


The following trends or situations present a potential threat to the ongoing
success of the Chamber:

The SOCP and other community plans may not provide the support business needs to benefit and
grow in Campbell River



Eroding tax base



Reverting to the PST/GST tax system alters the spending profile of business and residents



Effective economic development needs to be in place to support coordinated business and regional
economic development.



Not having an effective BRE program for the retention and prosperity of existing business
enterprises



The danger of business leakage to other jurisdictions, business closures and business failure



Competition for members and volunteers



Current economic climate and slower than anticipated recovery may have negative impact on
business growth and prosperity



Lack of business succession planning among existing business owners

 Delay in major construction projects causing loss of jobs and business opportunitiesBusinesses will
locate in communities that suit their needs. Campbell River must be investment-ready, from both a
public and private perspective, to meet those business needs

 Not having access to a skilled and trained workforce to meet employer needs
 Not being able to accurately describe the business community in the context of how it is changing
and where wealth is being generated from
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6.

2012/2013 PRIORITY PROJECTS & INITIATIVES

The following represent the broader business and community based projects and initiatives that the
Chamber will undertake in 2012/2013. This does not preclude new opportunities that may arise that the
Chamber may choose to pursue in support of our members. The role of the Chamber relative to each of
these priority projects and initiatives is quantified below.
1)

A positive business friendly environment will support a healthy local economy and foster
enterprise development and overall economic growth. Developing a positive business environment
will depend widely on factors often outside the influence of the average business owner or
Chamber member. The Chamber will advocate on behalf of our members to create awareness of
those factors that define business friendly and encourage resolution and solution that will lead to
positive growth in those areas. The Chamber will take a lead role to support awareness of factors
that constitute a business friendly environment and advocate on behalf of our members for a more
business friendly environment.

2)

A coordinated work force development strategy is critical to addressing Work force skills and
labour shortage in our community. Shaping our future through job creation, better workforce
planning, expanding the traditional workforce, access to quality workplaces and engagement of
under-utilized members of certain labour force groups are key to Campbell River’s sustainability
and prosperity. The Chamber will take a supporting role to work with other organizations linked to
the Community Accord on Workforce Development. The Chamber will consider opportunities to
conduct research that would provide descriptive data to support a coordinated workforce
development strategy. A fee for service would be a tool the Chamber could leverage for support in
this area.

3)

Supporting existing businesses assures future economic development. The retention and
expansion of existing businesses (BRE) is key to job creation and a healthy local economy..
Small Business BC reports that as a region, Campbell River and area’s SME’s represent over 97
percent of all employers and provide the highest percentage of net new jobs added to the
economy. In addition, our businesses play a significant role in contributing to community culture
and in long-term economic industry cluster strategies. The Chamber will take a lead role in
developing and implementing business retention strategies with a particular focus on our member
businesses. The Chamber will consider other organizations to collaborate with and conduct
research that will result in descriptive data to more accurately describe the business community
and compare how it is changing

4)

Economic development that identifies and attracts new investment in our community. While
small business continues to be the major component of our community’s economy, economic
growth in the region is increasingly coming from external investors bringing new skills, financial
capital and tolerance for risk to grow their firms through exporting, adopting new technologies or
other innovative practices. Given the sophistication of these new investors, a climate that supports
external investment and entrepreneurship will be a key determinant of future growth. The Chamber
will take a supporting role and collaborate and/or cooperate with other organizations in areas that it
can have a direct impact on. The Chamber will consider committee and task force participation if it
can have a direct and positive impact on our members and not go beyond a level that is consistent
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with available resources. A fee for service will be a tool that the Chamber will leverage for
engagement in this area.
5)

The Campbell River Major Projects Portal provides opportunities that will enable members and
future member businesses to have a profile with bid proponents of major construction projects in
Campbell River and area. The Chamber will continue as project manager of this site and will
monitor ongoing involvement as site continues to be developed.



A Comprehensive Web-Based Business Database that is maintained and updated with local,
relevant and timely descriptive data to more accurately describe the business community and
changes within the business community is important data for planning purposes. The Chamber will
consider the opportunity to provide a fee for service to continue conducting this research and in
cooperation with other stakeholder organizations
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7.

2012/2013 STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS, FOCUS & STRATEGIES

The 2012/2013 Strategic Directions document serves as the basis for informing Chamber budget,
operations and governance and planning and implementation.
The Board approved four strategic directions in 2012/2013 are: 1) Business Development; 2) Business
Advocacy; 3) Membership Services; 4) Chamber Sustainability and Growth.

Strategic Direction One: Business Development
Rationale:
The Chamber has the confidence/trust of the members and the support of its stakeholders and the
business community to take a significant role in business development and business retention.
Focus:
Targeted business development initiatives that foster a business friendly environment and a healthy local
economy. Support retention of existing businesses and job creation that leads to business growth and
prosperity.
Strategies:














Take action to further develop the Major Projects Portal initiative
Take action to create opportunities to conduct local, relevant, timely business and employer
research to provide data demographics
Take action to foster a business friendly environment and provide context around member’s issues
and concerns and the actions required to create a business enabling environment
Take action to support a community led and coordinated workforce development strategy
Foster an entrepreneurial culture for business growth and development
Identify and articulate the need for a unified, cohesive economic development strategy
Promote private enterprise, business excellence and individual achievement.
Support existing businesses through an effective business retention and expansion (BRE) program
with a focus on member’s enterprises
Support competitive industry sectors and leverage opportunities for their promotion in Chamber led
initiatives
Deliver relevant small business programs and services that are valued by our members and
business
Foster partnerships and collaborate with higher education and employment centres and services to
promote and encourage job creation, workforce development, trade expansion and technology
transfer
Provide a strong and consistent business advocacy voice on issues and concerns identified by
members and seek solutions to address those
Engage in and support, as appropriate, the work of community organizations seeking to create a
welcoming community for individuals from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds
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Evaluate potential to inventory and recognize the substantial skills, and leadership of the growing
population of seniors and new residents and consider opportunities to connect skilled professionals
with members who would benefit for accessing business expertise
Provide opportunities for business leadership development within new generations of leaders
Consider the potential to implement an inaugural Business Friendly educational series that is
designed to make members aware of the areas of focus to create a business friendly environment
and then match experts and learners in sessions that benefit all
Develop a marketing plan to communicate the business education and training available through
the Chamber booth online and in person through videoconferencing
Evaluate the potential to conduct timely, relevant local research that will support job creation,
business retention and a healthy local economy

Strategic Direction Two: Business Advocacy
Rationale:
The Chamber is the ‘voice of business’ and has capacity through the BC Chamber and Chamber
movement for research, analysis and policy development to support public policy and advocacy at all levels
of government with a particular focus on local business advocacy.
Focus:
The Chamber should ensure the views of the local business community will be made known to
government and other appropriate stakeholders and to lobby government in a non-confrontational,
independent manner.
Strategies:









Take action to make business advocacy a visible benefit of the Chamber and enhance the
chamber’s role as the ‘voice of business’ through effective advocacy in areas most important to our
members
Take action to identify the key issues and concerns of members and recommendations to address
those issues and concerns, as appropriate
Promote BC Chamber policy outcomes and success to government and non-government key
stakeholders
Participate in the development of public policy and policy submissionsas it affects business growth
and a healthy local economy
Expand Chamber’s engagement with elected officials and key personnel
Monitor ongoing commitments made by local government and promote appropriate support or
disapproval and participate in discourse on progress and planning that affects members and the
business community
Provide opportunities for planners, developers, government officials to educate and be educated
on issues and information that impacts members and the business community
In circumstances where advocating one position over another may not clearly advance the
interests of its members, the Chamber shall provide programs to educate its members and the
community on the competing sides of an issue
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Explore opportunities to host Campbell River Business Forums to engage members and other
businesses in discussions that are specific to industry sector and member concerns and issues

Strategic Direction Three:

Membership Services

Rationale: It is the Chamber’s mandate and we have an obligation, ‘fee for service’, to provide members
with services that they consider valuable and relevant.
Focus:
Provide targeted products, services, events and programs that members consider as essential elements of
their success. Provide value, services, opportunities and recognition for our members
Strategies:




















Put in place the resources, infrastructure and systems that will enable to the Chamber to
implement the membership revitalization plan
Create opportunities to recognize and promote outstanding achievements in business, trade and
commerce and to promote the business community in general
Take action to leverage technology to create valuable and relevant business education
experiences for members
Determine the benefits that members consider as value and relevant to their business success and
consider these in the context of our current offering of programs, services and projects
Provide high quality, value added opportunities for members to interact and that foster profitable
business relationships
Provide a business expo opportunity for members
Provide an opportunity for an economic forecast that allows businesses to plan for future economy
related developments
Provide an opportunity for local government, planners and developers to engage with members
and stakeholders on land use and the regulatory environment
Provide member luncheons that focus on industry specific sector engagement
Provide a new member orientation for members on a regular basis
Provide a Lunch and Learn or similar initiative for members to be informed on timely topics and
issues
Provide Chamber Learning Network workshops and seminars
Provide Small Business BC Videoconferencing opportunities
Explore opportunities to provide a business forum industry sector round table on key issues and
needs specific to that sector
Determine the potential of the Business After Hours program
Determine the potential for a Home Based Entrepreneurs network and a role for the Chamber in
supporting this segment of entrepreneurs
Leverage social media to engage members
Create high impact marketing pieces for programs, services and projects and incorporate as an
integral part of all Chamber communications
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Provide content management capabilities for members to customize and update their information
anywhere and anytime
Provide increased opportunities for member referrals
Provide an educational opportunity(s) to guide members through customizing their webpage’s and
accessing the members only section of the site
Provide an annual membership satisfaction survey
Provide for polling on website
Continue to fund and develop a Chamber branding initiative so existing members understand the
value of their membership investment and that prospective members have the urgency to join
Communicate clear value and relevance in the initiatives that the Chamber undertakes that it is
ultimately the leadership and work of the Chamber
Establish a dynamic and robust website to strengthen the virtual presence of our members
Enable networking opportunities for business community members to increase their awareness of
each other and stay current with trends and issues affecting business s development

Strategic Direction Four:

Chamber Sustainability & Growth

Rationale: To deliver the vision and mission of the Chamber requires adequate human and financial
resources and organization stability.
Focus:
Position the Chamber to be innovative, resourceful, responsible and effective for long-term sustainability
through continuous evaluation and process improvement; Operate the Chamber with excellence, innovation
and efficiency
.
Strategies:















Implement the membership revitalization plan
Implement the new chamber website
Ensure adequate resources to meet the mission and vision of the Chamber
Leverage opportunities to increase private and public revenue streams
Become a catalyst among Chambers and share, learn and improve chamber operations
Conduct board, member and organizational assessment for the purpose of continuous
improvement and enhanced board governance
Encourage membership diversity
Continuous learning and professional development for staff and board
Ensure the success of the Chamber image, brand and marketing
Adjust the work plans of the staff and board to achieve outcomes in the strategic directions plan
All events and fundraising activities shall strive to maximize the return to the Chamber on the
efforts of the staff, members and volunteers
Improve member retention rates and achieve a positive net membership growth rate each year
Implement a strategy to successfully recruit the largest non-members businesses in Campbell
River and surrounding areas
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Implement a strategy to successfully recruit under represented or underserved segments of the
business community in Campbell River and surrounding areas
Develop strategies that will engage non-members in better understanding the value and relevance
of Chamber membership
Develop 80th anniversary strategies that enhance member recruitment and retention
Maintain a comprehensive data base of businesses and employers in Campbell River
Provide new revenue generating opportunities on the Chamber website
Increase volunteer engagement for the Chamber at both board and operations levels through
effective volunteer management and relationship development
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8.

VISION, MISSION AND MANDATES, VALUES

Vision
The Chamber will provide dedicated and professional leadership to encourage and support a vibrant and
successful business community.
Mission and Mandates
The Chamber actively supports business prosperity and diversification and economic growth by:
 Providing valuable services and benefits to members;
 Creating networking events and educational seminars;
 Identifying and advocating on critical business issues;
 Promoting strategic partnerships;
 Marketing member businesses; and
 Fostering a strong and dynamic chamber team that executes effectively and successfully.
Values
The Chamber’s values are:
 To successfully uphold the Chamber’s mission and mandates through the combined effort of staff
and volunteers;
 To elect leaders who have integrity, honesty, personal accountability and great communication
skills;
 To ensure that the board functions as a governing body with all operational responsibilities
delegated to staff and task force volunteers;
 To foster and support free enterprise in order to encourage a prosperous community;
 To assert that a prosperous community is comprised of, as a minimum, the healthy state and
functioning of the environment, economy and social elements;
 To insist that business owners conduct their businesses consistent with all applicable legislation;
 To assert that elected people must be accountable, responsible, effective and efficient;
 To direct advocacy at appropriate levels of government and/or industry to increase the likelihood of
success; and
 To work to achieve effective collaborations and partnerships that are essential to achieving the
Chamber’s mission and mandates.
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Definition
The Chamber is the “Voice of Business”. It is an organization of business-minded people. It is comprised of
a volunteer board of directors, a staff of two and membership from the community. The 450 membership
consists of small, medium and large businesses, individuals and community groups.
Governance and Operations
The policies and programs of the Chamber are determined by its volunteer board of directors who are
elected annually by the membership. They, in turn, employ an executive director and an administrator (with
some part-time volunteers) whose responsibility it is to carry out the Chamber's policies and to organize
and execute its programs. The Chamber has detailed communication with City Hall through a city councilor
liaison and regular meetings with the Mayor and liaison.
In addition to their role as governors, directors, and other Chamber members, may participate on task
forces. Task forces are created, to assist staff, to develop and manage programs, resolve or investigate
issues or to make policy recommendations to the local or provincial level.
Mandates
-Providing Valuable Services and Benefits to Members
-Creating Networking Events and Educational Seminars
-Identifying and Advocating on Critical Business Issues
-Promoting Strategic Partnerships
-Marketing Member Businesses
-Fostering a Strong and Dynamic Chamber Team that Executes Effectively and Successfully
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CONCLUSION
The Campbell River 2012/2013 Strategic Directions Plan provides a strong foundation to move forward
strategically and reinforce our mandate, create greater value and relevance for our current and prospective
members and raise our profile as the leading voice of and for business in Campbell River and district.
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